In vivo fate of superparamagnetic iron oxides during sepsis.
The enzymatic generation of nitric oxide (NO) in vivo has been reported to be modulated by ions, such as copper and iron. Superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) or ferumoxides is a liver-specific magnetic resonance contrast agent that is taken up by the Kupffer cells, where NO is generated by inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS). Thus, it is important to evaluate SPIO in vivo under conditions, such as infectious disease, where significant amounts of NO are generated by iNOS. In this study, we monitored the pharmacokinetics of SPIO in the liver of septic-shock mice and rats. A significant decrease in the ferric iron EPR signal was observed during NO generation in septic-shock mice compared with control mice doped with only SPIO. These results were also confirmed in a model reaction system consisting of SPIO and the NO donor, S-nitroso-N-acetyl DL penicillamine (SNAP). We compared NO generation quantitatively in the liver of the septic-shock rats, either in the presence or absence of SPIO, and found that the presence of SPIO did not affect the NO-generating activity of NOS expressed in the liver. T2-weighted MR images of an agarose gel phantom containing different SPIO to NO donor (SNAP) ratios clearly demonstrated that the contrast enhancement by SPIO decreased with increasing NO at constant SPIO levels. The reduced contrast is most probably due to the reduction of ferric to ferrous irons, resulting in a decrease in paramagnetic relaxation of water protons. These results show that SPIO can be a versatile NO-sensitive indicator, especially employing MRI as a powerful tool to 'visualize' sites of NO generation.